
RE : Bylong Proposed Coal Mine 
 
From: M. Martin, 16 McLachlan St, Rylstone, NSW 2066 
 
I am strongly opposed to the proposal to mine the iconic Bylong Valley by Kepco. 
 
I am opposed firstly for the process used by Kepco to gain the approval and 
secondly on the merits of the actual mine itself. 
 

1. Kepco’s attempts to get the approval 
Prior to buying property in Rylstone I lived with my family on Ginghi 
and Bylong was my local community. 

• Kepco have been ‘bribing’ the community for years with grants to the 
local organisations in the name of ‘good’ local citizens. Yet they do nothing 
else as ‘good local citizens’, unlike the various organisations and families 
they have displaced and destroyed or gagged.  

• They have already destroyed my local Bylong community where for years 
I attended functions in the Bylong Hall and the school, not to mention the 
mice races. These are gone! The community is gone, but the spirit has not 
gone. This should be restored immediately by people who genuinely care 
about community. 

• They have gagged all the people they forced to acquire land from. I do not 
understand how this can happen.  When I talk to the land owners they 
cannot openly express their views any more in public. I have never heard 
of this. Please explain.  Is this an example of a free and open process with 
the community at heart?  Kepco is only there in its own interests and to 
pretend it cares for our community is absolute rubbish.  

• Our local councilor, Peter Shelley is harassing people who don’t sign the 
‘for’ petition. He became very abusive with me just because I wouldn’t 
sign his petition even though I said I did not wish to sign the petition. 
Wow did he let rip!!!! He was worse with another man who reported a 
similar experience. I was totally shaken up after this interaction.  Aside 
from abusing me he said, QUOTE “ I only care about the economy, not the 
environment.” He went on to say that ‘Rylstone will go ! i.e. close’. Well I 
have been living in Rylstone for longer than him and my family have been 
farming there since the 1960s and I have news for you. Rylstone has 
always been a successful little town and tourism is flourishing. We don’t 
need the so called economic advantages other than what we have now.  
 

If we don’t have an environment  with successful agriculture for Australia we 
wont have anything.  

 
2. Merits of the mine. 

 
I am not skilled to evaluate the technical aspects of the proposal but as a long 
term farming family and apiarist in the area I believe I do have some expertise on 
local issues. 
 



• For years the mines have been trying to buy our family’s water rights. 
Water is a major issue in the valley. We used to be able to irrigate and 
now it is not possible due to fluctuating levels in our bores and wells.  Our 
farm cannot survive without water! We will lose our livelihood and this 
most precious farm if there is additional pressure on the water aside from 
the already occurring climate changes. I have heard that Kepco is 
promising to give us water if the water is impacted on. This may be 
rumour  and I hope it is, because this is just hopefully a complete joke! 

• The Bylong Valley Way Rd does not need any more traffic, dust and 
trucks. It is already impacted on by the increase in trucks .  My bees do 
not need the pollution and the honey is highly valued because it comes 
from the pristine Bylong Valley. Enough is enough. 

• The mine will be here for a ‘few years’. Our beautiful valley will be here 
forever if Kepco doesn’t come. Why can one company for the sake of 
sending coal to Korea be allowed to destroy our gorgeous valley and 
livelihoods for short term gains. Surely impact has to be more than profit? 

• How can we, small farmers and locals who just want to make a living and 
have a life for future generations fight the Korean Government? 

• Our property has several special Aboriginal Sites and I understand this is 
also the case in the proposed mine site. How are these going to be 
preserved? Moving them is not the answer. Leave them where they 
belong. 

• I believe there is more to life than creating some short term jobs and so 
called economic gain, but for whom? This is so short term and the area 
does not need this any more than it has now. Kepco has destroyed many 
jobs in Bylong and driven good people out.  To what end? Destroy the 
local community so they justify putting more jobs there. This is 
disgusting.  

 
I could go on but unless one lives and breathes the fresh air and beautiful 
pristine environments of those cliffs and surrounds no one will appreciate what 
will be lost with an open cut mine, or any mine and then the destruction of our 
water, environment and community.  I am not opposed to progress but with the 
recent Climate Change reports and clear health impacts of coal mining how can 
this proposal be seriously considered?  I want the Bylong Valley to stay for my 
future generations, who are already enjoying the life there, and not turn out like 
Muswellbrook . The Kepco mine will be the beginning of the end for us and 
generations to come. 
 
 Please listen to the few who are not gagged but who will be directly affected by 
this proposal. 
 
Yours very sincerely  
Meredith Martin  
26 October 2018 


